OFFICE MEMORANDUM

In supersession of all the instructions in regards filling up of vacancies under various categories, on which a specific ban was imposed; it has now been decided that,

(1) All the vacancies which were advertised, but where further process of conduct of written examination and/or computer test/proficiency tests and/or viva-voce/interview as applicable has not been undertaken, in such cases the process shall be treated as cancelled.

(2) In all other cases, where the process of conduct of written examination and/or computer test/proficiency tests and/or viva-voce/interview as applicable has been carried out; the vacancies as notified in the advertisement, shall be permitted to be filled, by following due procedure.

Provided that, in a case of faulty recruitment procedure the de-novo process as per current vacancies available and with revised instructions be followed.

For filling up new vacancies as well as vacancies as indicated at (1) above shall be processed in terms of the revised instructions to be issued by this Department separately.

(Yetindra Maralkar)
Additional Secretary (Personnel)

Copy to:
1) All Heads of Departments/Offices.
2) All Corporations/Autonomous Bodies.
3) Guard File.
4) Office copy.